
TECHNO TRANSPLUS PVT.LTD
401,Panchvati Apt,Nr.Bapa SitaRam Chock,Parvati nagar,Katargam- Surat:395004

Supplier //Importers  // manufacturer  & Stockists -(Oil &Bitumen)



About Us

 Techno Transplus Pvt Ltd is dedicated to providing the greatest value to our customers
through the highest level of service and quality. We work hard every day to meet & exceed
customer’s requirement. We are a leading company in the petrochemical businesses and
providing LDO, FO,LSHS, Various grades of Bitumen and fuel oils to various sectors of
industries with taking special focus in Gujarat and then all over India. At Techno
Transplus Pvt Ltd, We believe in “Working for the customers. We are a
supplier,importers,manufacturer and stockiest of Oil and Bitumen product ranges.

 with the customers”. Our Business strategy is to build a long-term client relationship.
We have attracted and retained clients by providing superior customer value-in fact; most
of our work is repeat business customers who are satisfied by our quality of materials
and on time services.Under the stable and inspiring leadership of our vastly experienced
management team, Techno Transplus Pvt.Ltd. is committed to providing high quality end
to end solutions in infrastructure and industrial products of oil and Bitumen sectores.



Our Purpose

 Our aim is to take customer care and maximize customer satisfaction &
this shall be achieved through

 Effective co-ordination among marketing, purchase, maintenance and
other functions for enhancing efficiency and capability of the organization.

 Compliance to regulations.

 Emphasis on sharing information, training and team work.



Brief about Products:

 We Techno TransPlus Pvt. Ltd. are a leading and distinguished Manufacturer, Importer, Supplier 
of following products

 Light Diesel Oil (LDO) -Refinery & Imported

 Furnace Oil (F.O.) - (180cst & 380cst)-Refinery & imported

 Mixed Hydrocarbon Oil (MHO)

 Mineral Turpentine Oil (MTO)

 L.S.H.S & C.B.F.F

 Bitumen : Drum & Bulk (various grades)

 Solvent : c9/c10/Opal



Storage Facility & Infrastructure

 In order to make use of all opportunities including large and emergency 
orders, we have set up a capacious warehouse that stores a bulk of our 
products. 

 The storage facility is managed by experienced professionals who possess in 
depth knowledge about the domain and use their skills to ensure that the 
contents of the facility are stored in an organized manner to facilitate ease of 
access as and when required for order fulfillment. 

 Our employees also ensure that the products stored within the warehouse 
remain in pristine conditions by making use of the advanced climate control 
systems that the facility is equipped with. 

 Furthermore, in order to prevent any mishaps such as fire and theft, the 
warehouse boasts an advanced fire prevention mechanism and closed circuit 
monitoring that ensure the safety of its contents.



Our Team

 The skills of a company's employees is vital when it comes to strengthening
us in serving top quality of the products. We have recruited the most
knowledgeable, qualified professionals by means of stringent screening and
have not only determined the understanding they possess of their respective
domains but also the passion they have to improve and learn. In order to avoid
stagnation of skill and learning we encourage our employees to attend
workshops and seminars that help them to keep updated upon recent advances
made in various spheres. Our team consists of the following experts:

 Semi-skilled and skilled staff
 Quality analysts
 Sales executives
 Marketing personnel



Our Mission and plan

 As per petrochemicals requirement in market, we are working on our
excellent dream project which will set a bench mark in ‘the history of petrochem
markets and surely will increasing our value ahead in markets.

 To provide a level of service that will exceed the expectations of our clients,
maintain the highest.

 Maintain best quality of our products to 100% customer satisfaction that’s
our responsibility.

 Operate an open and honest relationship with all of our clients and this
includes joint Decisions making processes, agreed objectives and anticipated
goals.



Contact Us

 To help us better understand your requirement and applications of
materials,

Address : Techno Transplus Pvt.Ltd.
401, Panchvati Apt, Bapa SitaRam Chock,Katrgam,Surat:395004

Contact : 0261-3159169 / Cell: +91 9327222548

Email : sales@technotransplus.com / technotransplus1@gmail.com

Web : www.technotransplus.com
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